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Conflicts

After two editorials have been run in this column on the subject of conflicting dates, it rather grieves us that no one need think his chances of winning the five dollars would be any greater.

Hockey

Tech's hockey team goes on the ice this afternoon, and plays its first game of the season. We understand, on Saturday night, that the Harvard hockey game will be held at the junior dinner. Should this prove true, we feel that the conflict which is due to the dispute in the arranging of dates, will not be allowed to pass without notice.

It is proposed by a member of the Legislature of the State of Ohio that the name of Ohio State University be changed to Ohio University. The difficulty arises from the fact that there is a small college in Athens, Ohio, called Ohio University.
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Registration figures at Andover show that the increase of number of students over last year is 20. The total enrollment is 295, with 107 from the State of Massachusetts. New York sends 120, and Illinois 33.

Ohio University is to install a new wireless station and add a course in wireless telegraphy.

The New Model No. 5 Printype Oliver Typewriter makes an ideal machine for students' use. It is a marvel of simplicity, durability and ease of operation. Printype your notes and they will be twice as valuable to you.
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